
NIKE BEST COST PROVIDER STRATEGY

The second strategy is Nike's premium pricing strategy (Best cost provider strategy) which targets the customers who
develop a special kind of intimacy with the.

Configurations of governance structure, generic strategy, and firm size. Due to our ability to quickly turnover
inventory, Nike benefits from greater cash flows, reduced storage costs, and less spoilage. This is also the
main source of its competitive advantage. While Nike has had various policies in place, weaknesses still exist
in regards to labor policies in overseas locations. For example, the company integrates cutting-edge designs
for its shoes. This was a discussion of the generic and intensive strategy of Under Armour. Focus â€”
Weakness Focusing on applied research can be a weakness as well. We have just recently changed our
collection period from 90 days to 60 days as an attempt to encourage faster payment. Social Responsibility -
Strength In response to accusations by consumer groups over unfair labor practices, Nike has developed a
Corporate Responsibility Policy that discusses how we will improve working conditions for our international
employees. In product development, these products remain attractive despite changing consumer preferences.
Newness of Facilities - Weakness Our facilities abroad have attracted bad publicity in recent years. Over time
it has expanded its market to several nations outside US. Generic Strategy: The generic strategy used by Under
Armour is that of differentiation. This generic competitive strategy helped the company regain its
competitiveness, especially against Adidas. The brand has continued to innovate and bring new products since
its inception. However, market penetration is just a secondary intensive growth strategy because the company
already has significant presence in the global market. Alongside product development, the company applies
the market development intensive growth strategy by investing in new technologies to penetrate new market
segments, such as segments composed of bodybuilders. For example, Nike increases its stores and retailers in
the United States to sell more athletic shoes to American consumers. Whether true or not, the company still
suffers from this unethical image and must sway the minds of the consumer and give them a renewed faith in
the responsibility of Nike. Management of Debt - Weakness Despite the lower percentage of assets that are
borrowed to finance Nike, our times interest earned ratio is weaker than the industry average. The generic
competitive strategy of differentiation helps the company enter new markets, based on product attractiveness.
Because of such research, we have decided to revamp our apparel division, an area in which we can still
greatly improve. This presents a weakness. They have been strategically placed in their locations for just this
purpose. Company management stated, "We put a considerable amount of effort into improving product
buying power patterns and as a result the composition and levels of inventory resulted in improved gross
margins relative to a year ago. Handbook of Services Marketing and Management,  The international sales are
now a significant part of its overall revenue. The locations are geographically dispersed which works well in
our mission to be a truly global company. In general, the facilities are located further from most customers,
resulting in higher distribution costs. Glazer, R. An example is the decrease in brands made available due to
declining sales of in-line skating and roller hockey products at Bauer Nike Hockey. Research and
Development Focus - Strength Although Nike conducts continuous, basic research that benefits numerous
facets of the sports and fitness industry, our primary focus is directed towards applied research. Successful
projects can realize immediate profitability while unsuccessful projects may be discontinued without enduring
materially large losses. New evidence in the generic strategy and business performance debate: A research
note. Posture - Strength Our posture is primarily innovative, while at times adjusting to a protective position,
and other times a catch-up stance. While the worst is over, Nike is still working on initiatives to change the
current situations throughout factories. In this way, UA has successfully used the product development
strategy to grow its popularity, customer base and market share. Under Armour makes cold gear, heat gear and
all season gear so that athletes can play without bring affected by the effect of season. Product development:
This is another major strategy that US has continued to use to grow its customer base and market share. In
these instances, Nike may choose a defensive strategy to remedy the current situation. This proves to be a
strength in that this method of research is less costly than basic research, and less risky due to the short-term
nature.


